Welcome to John Muir
Home of the Annual Fall Color Festival

Brown Loop, Easy, 1.25 Miles: Mostly flat trail with some small rolling hills; two moderate uphill climbs, one fast downhill and a little rocky ending.
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White Loop, Moderate, 4.25 miles: Moderate hills, some rocky trail sections; one long downhill, one fast steep downhill and one moderate uphill before reconnecting with the brown loop.
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Orange Loop, Moderate, 5.0 miles: The first half of the trail is the white loop. Includes moderate trail with a hard, long up-hill before reconnecting with the brown loop.
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**Rainy Dew Bypass (purple), Hard, 4.7 miles:** Moderate trail with a hard rocky up and down hill before reconnecting with the Blue/Green Loops.

For up-to-date information, call the Trail Information Line (262) 594-6202 (available 24/7).

For more details, visit [FallColorFestival.org](http://FallColorFestival.org)
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Green Loop, More Difficult, 7.0 miles: Moderate trail with very rocky and sandy trail sections; many hard ups and downs, with many fast sections.

For up-to-date information, call the Trail Information Line (262) 594-6202 (available 24/7).
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Blue Loop, Very Difficult, 12.0 miles: Hard trail with very rocky sections, many hard up hills and several fast down hills.